
 

 

Category: Outstanding Small Public Relations Consultancy 

Company: Technical Marketing & PR 

 
 
Number of employees - including executive / support staff - and annual fee 

income: 

Incorporated: 1st June 2011. 

Four full time members of PR staff, 1 book keeper (sub contracted), 1 PR freelancer. 

 

Business objectives and analysis of performance against budget over the past 

three years: 

Main performance objective: secure sustainable and profitable growth, with net profit at a 

minimum of 25%. Consistently achieved over the past three years while investing in people.  

The business relocated to South Wales in October 2015. The business objectives are:  

 Establish a sustainable agency model with solid infrastructure and robust processes 

 Build a strong in-house team  

 Increase retained client revenue from South Wales businesses  

 Develop existing clients to increase share of wallet  

 Raise profile of TMPR in South Wales. 

Over the last 12 months, this has been achieved by:   

 Relocation from industrial estate to town centre location 

 Growing team from two full time PR staff to four   

 Developing strategic partnerships with South Wales businesses  

 Investment in technology to improve operational efficiency – e.g. VOIP phone 

system, Zoho Social. 

 



A brief overview of business / team strategy: 

By carving out a niche in the construction, engineering, manufacturing and technology 

sectors, TMPR has established a strong reputation for delivering results-focused 

programmes which are underpinned by a deep understanding of our target industries. To 

such an extent that Managing Director, Louise Matthews, has been commissioned to 

contribute to forthcoming Routledge publication (PR in Construction).  

Since changing the business model from a reliance on permalancers to building an in-house 

team, TMPR’s strategy has been to nurture and ‘grow from within’ – recruiting graduates and 

giving ‘first jobbers’ a break.  

TMPR’s team strategy is to inspire, motivate and include – giving each team member the 

opportunity to develop in areas that are of personal interest and business relevance. Weekly 

one-to-ones guide personal development from a skills perspective, with formal six monthly 

appraisals used to set formal KPIs. 

 

A summary of commitment to CPD and professionalism: 

TMPR is committed to the development of our own employees (which is crucial given we’re 

growing a young team), as well as sharing our industry knowledge on a wider scale. This is 

evidenced by: 

 Monthly CPD sessions – e.g. external social media & podcast training, attendance at 

Marketing in Construction Summit, visiting printing facility 

 Allocated training budget – every member of staff has access to an annual budget of 

£1,500 per person 

 Marketing in a Regulated World – development of a workshop in conjunction with 

GDPR specialist to educate local businesses 

 PR Workshops – delivered in conjunction with local business network. 

 

A summary of recent outstanding achievements, including client list growth / 
retention: 

 Client retention – all PR contracts retained with several briefs expanded 

 Prospect conversion – all PR and marketing support proposals submitted in the last 

year converted (five in total – two in a competitive pitch) 

 Increased share of wallet – without exception, all clients have increased spend with 

TMPR 

 International presence – TMPR successfully delivered campaign in Russia by 

brokering sponsorship with Grandmaster Sergey Karjakin to frontline an education 

engagement programme. Also leveraged in the UK achieving coverage in education 

and national press 



 Positive team culture – in spite of doubling the team in size, a strong culture has 

been established by running monthly team building activities, e.g. international rugby 

games, Beaujolais Day and paint a pot 

 Strategic partnerships – TMPR identified a local agency partner that required long 

term outsourced support for PR and content. Through this relationship we have 

increased local clients in our target sectors by six 

 Commitment to CSR – continued support of local charitable initiatives, delivering 

support for three different charities (J9, Believe, Cardiff Round Table) 

 Team development – TMPR’s first employee, David Williams, joined as a Junior 

Account Executive in October 2017 and is now on track to become a fully fledged 

Account Manager by October 2019 

 Seamless office move – through careful planning and coordination, zero downtime 

was achieved with the relocation 

 Going global – international roll out of the Promethean Grant competition, developing 

a toolkit to enable local countries to manage the PR campaigns with no agency 

budget and in-house sales team resource. 

 

A summary of a campaign you are particularly proud of, including details of 

the brief, objectives, strategy, tactics, outputs, outcomes and budget: 

Cardiff Round Table (CRT) is a not-for-profit organisation led by volunteers in their spare 

time. CRT organises Sparks in the Park (Wales’ biggest fireworks display) annually to raise 

funds for local charities. CRT wanted to raise its profile as a volunteer organisation and 

ensure that future events were handled more positively from a communications perspective.  

Strategy: 

TMPR to manage all external communications for CRT in the lead up to Sparks in the Park 

and through the Christmas season events – capitalising on the charitable and volunteer 

message.  

Tactics: 

 Proactive promotion of charities supported by CRT  

 Positive stream of social media content on all CRT channels  

 Responsive communication and management of CRT social channels  

 Leverage CRT charitable partnerships. 

Outputs: 

 3 x press releases (with Amelia Trust, Age Connect and Santa Sleigh)  

 1 x feature (Cardiff Life – brokered free of charge)  



 1 x award entry  

 1 x broadcast pitch and hosting Pudsey Bear / The One Show at the event  

 1 x Wales Online Event listing  

 5 x videos to promote activities on social media (including meet the volunteers 

behind Sparks in the Park)  

 1 x Santa Sleigh photoshoot (brokered with Big Yellow Storage PR agency)  

 Real time social media management on Twitter and Facebook during live events  

 Proactive and scheduled social media content across CRT, Sparks in the Park and 

Santa Sleigh accounts. 

Outcomes: 

 No refunds for ticket sales issued as a result of the positive and responsive 

communications on social media channels  

 Broadcast coverage on the BBC One Show – including a name check for Cardiff 

Round Table  

 Positive media coverage of the charitable support CRT has given to local charities 

 TMPR has subsequently secured additional business through CRT related referrals. 

Budget: 

 £3,600 agency time (gifted as support, with no cost of materials). 

 


